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NEUTRINOS IN SUPERNOVAE

1. Introduction.

On February 23 at 7:30 UT bursts of neutrinos were recorded simultaneously at the

Kamiokande (Hirata et al 1987) detector in Japan and by the 1MB (Bionta et ai 1987)

experiment in the United States. They provide the only direct clue to what is perhaps rhe

most critical time of the supernova explosion: the bounce of the core after its catastrophic

gravitational co'lapse, and the birth of the shock wave. In this period the neutron star

is born: the neutrinos herald this as only the gravitational binding energy of the newly

emerging neutron star can supply their energy. If a black hole has been left in the wake of

Supernova 1987a it cannot have come directly from the initial collapse: only some seconds

or minutes later, material raining down on the infant neutron star could have pushed the

neutron star over the maximum permissible mass.

There can be no doubt that Supernova 1987a ensued from the gravitational collapse

of a large star. The neutrinos caught on earth prove this. Furthermore, despite some erro-

neous claims, these neutrinos are fully in accord with the predictions of supernova theory.

The observed total iiux and spectrum, although imprecise, are easily accommodated by

the standard scenarios. This harmony pretty much rules out some of the non-standard

scenarios, which I'll describe as "funny neutrino" physics. These include the presence of

another weakly interacting or weaker than weakly interacting particle capable of drain-

ing off the neutron star binding energy. Such a particle could be an axion, or a neutral

Majoran produced by a i>£/-annihilation. It is also unlikely that a large magnetic moment

for the neutrino is needed, or that helicity flipping become a neutrino sport. Such models

would probably drain too much neutrino flux, and even worse, prevent a neutron star

from forming in the first place, and thereby prohibit observation of a burst. It is possible,

however, that there could be further families of light neutrinos. The neutrino observations

do not rule out flavor oscillations, either in free space or in dense matter as mediated by

the MSW (Mikheev and Smirnov 1985, 1986, Wolfenstein 1978, 1979, Bethe 1986) effect.

However, they do imply the MSW resonance phenomena does not occur at high densities,

perhaps at p > 1011 gm/cm3. The neutrinos from Supernova 1987a can be used to set an

upper limit for the electron-antineutrino mass of about 10 ev, as has been shown on the
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backs of many envelopes by many people and in print by some others. It cannot be used

to establish a lower limit, despite some rather heroic but flawed attempts to do so. I will

argue for these assertions below.

There are two standard models for the Type II supernova mechanism. The so-called

prompt, or direct, mechanism produces successful supernovae in the picture emphasized by

Baron, Cooperstein and Kahana (BCK) (1985a,b), and in my earlier work (Cooperstein,

Bethe and Brown 1984; Cooperstein 1982). In this model the shock wave unleashed by the

bounce of the rebounding core is powerful enough to accomplish its work without undue

hindrance either from the costs of smashing nuclei into free nucleons or from sapping by

neutrino losses. BCK have proven such a model will work if the initial iron core is less than

~ 1.35 M©. Stars with larger iron cores probably require another mechanism. Previously

such "small" iron cores were difficult to obtain in the pre-supernova evolution of massive

stars, but recent advances by Nomoto and Hashimoto (see their contribution to the present

volume), confirmed by the Woosley-Weaver collaboration, have brought the iron core mass

for a 13 M© down to less than ~ 1.2 M©, which BCK can cheerfully and easily explode.

BCX's further requirement is that the equation of state of dense, neutron rich matter

not be inordinately stiff. There was opposition to this idea in the nuclear and heavy ion

collision circles, but this has subsequently receded. (See Gerry Brown's preface to this

volume.)

The second model, the so-called delayed explosion scenario, invented by Jim Wilson

and his collaborators, is quite different (Wilson 1985; Bethe and Wilson 1985). Here the

shock wave is not strong enough to achieve a direct explosion and hence stalls and enters

an accretion mode. Yet, perhaps miraculously, ~ 0.5 — 1 second later it is revived by

absorption of neutron star cooling neutrinos. Thenceforth it continues outward. This

shock wave tends to be weaker than that produced by the direct explosion, although

inclusion of convection effects might amplify this somewhat (Mayle 1985; Wilson et al

1984; Wilson and Mayle, this volume). The Wilson scenario may be applicable for the fate

of supernovae with larger iron cores than the prompt explosion can accommodate, and

hence larger progenitor stars, perhaps for those with a mass of 20M© or greater.

In the recent literature there has been a tendency to emphasize the delayed explosion

scenario rather than the prompt one, and phrases such as "the supernova puzzle" have



been circulated. However, in fact the puzzle has many of its pieces put together. The

neglect of the direct model has come from reliance on calculations based upon unphysical

equations of state, and/or a failure to incorporate full general relativistic dynamics, and/or

a host of other hydrodynamical and weak interaction physics deficiencies. Furthermore,

the recent advances in pre-supernova evolution have not yet been widely appreciated.

The two scenarios should be seen as complementary rather than contradictory. For

stars with a mass up to ^20MQ the direct explosion can succeed given the present reduced

iron core masses (Baron, Bethe, Brown, Cooperstein and Kahana 1987a). For stars with

a greater mass another mechanism, such as Wilson's, is required.

As far as neutrino observations go, the two scenarios differ most in quantitative detail

during the first crucial moments of the shock wave, when direct success or failure is deter-

mined. This period is no longer than ~ 50 milliseconds in duration. Before this, and on

the long time scale afterwards during which the neutron star is born, the main features

are actually quite similar. However, the delayed explosion tends to leave a larger neutron

star or a black hole, and thereby could emit more neutrinos.

Before Supernova 1987a my work on neutrinos focussed on how they influenced the

dynamics of the supernova explosion itself. This is a question of their interactions with

the matter as calculated through transport theory. What the emergent flux was and hence

the observed one would be at earth detectors is not of direct importance for this, except as

a sort of boundary condition. Furthermore, the dynamics has been best studied on time

scales of less than about a second, particularly the milliseconds centered about the instant

I named "maximum scrunch" (Cooperstein 1982), or bounce, of the central iron core of

the star. The details of this period are unlikely to be observed with the resolution of the

present detectors (at least from the LMC; if the next supernova occurs in our galaxy the

present detectors could get up to ~ 1000 events and hence marvelous resolution!)

The fortune of neutrinos in supernovae has been quite variable. At times they have

been seen as the angels of victory depositing explosive energy in the outer, only slightly

bound layers of the star. More often they have been seen as deliverers of doom, either

by excessive deleptonization and/or heating during infall, or via pulling the punch of the

shock as it traverses the neutrinosphere and beyond. The unit of supernova energy, "foe"

(ten to the fifty one ergs), arose during the time when neutrino losses were considered



to be the foe of successful supernova explosions. Our attitude will be that neutrinos are

symptoms rather than causes in supernova pathology as we will seek to demonstrate.

The basic neutrino physics, the microscopic interactions, has not required revision

since the experimental detection of neutrai current scattering in the early 1970s. (We will

consider the effects of flavor oscillations and the MSW effect later.) However, a multiplic-

ity of methods has been applied to the astrophysical engineering involved. These range

from naive trapping schemes to detailed multi-energy group techniques with flux-limiting,

with intermediate treatments and approximations, involving distribution averaging. Un-

fortunately it has been difficult to calibrate these treatments against each other as each is

embedded in its user's hydrodynamics and coupled to the equation of state and electron

capture physics.

Much of the variation in results has been generated by differences in the non-transport

parts of the physics, especially the equation of state, whose effects are not always fully

appreciated. As such, many of the differences in the results obtained by the main super-

nova groups lie in the physical inputs, not in the execution of the transport calculations.

Furthermore, it is quite deceptive to do autopsy on failures; once the shock begins slipping

back down the hill, neutrinos are sure to kick it while it is down. Successful shocks are

both more enjoyable and educational to analyze, and until the recent work of BCK there

were no successful shocks with reasonable input physics.

In the following I will first, in section 2, give a rough picture of what the total luminosity

of neutrinos is, and its characteristics as a function of time, within the present theoretical

scenarios. I will detail how these neutrinos axe produced, and what happens to them as

they work their way out of the star. This is quite different during the infall and early

stages of the shock, when the neutrinos are mostly ue, than it is during the subsequent

deleptonization of the neutron star, in which there are roughly equal amounts of u and 9 of

all flavors. I will try to give what the errors of margin are on these theoretical expectations.

In section 3, I discuss the basic neutrino interactions, assessing their importance for

energy, momentum, and lepton number transfer. Based on the time scales for radiative

transport and dynamical collapse, the trapping density is estimated.



In section 4, I discuss entropy generation and how neutrinos achieve equilibration with

the matter, both thermally and chemically. Precisely how and when neutrinos become

trapped is assessed, as are some features of electron capture.

Starting in section 5, I will consider the various methods which have been used to

calculate neutrino flows in supernovae. I will critically assess the most often used transport

schemes in supernovae, from simplest to most complicated (though not necessarily the

best!) Each has quite different chores assigned to it during infall and during the shock

phase. Section 5 discusses the simplest methods and details the leakage scheme employed

by Baron (1985) and BCK, which has been useful in studying other parts of the supernova

problem, such as the influence of the equation of state and general relativity.

Section 6 discusses distribution-averaged radiative transfer. After giving the basic hy-

drodynamical conservation equations, the region interior to the neutrinosphere is discussed

with an extension of the Rosseland mean method applied by van den Horn and Cooper-

stein (1986). After a quite general treatment, I give simplified formulae for the cases

where one has thermal and/or chemical equilibrium, and when one has dissociated matter.

I then consider the region exterior to the neutrinosphere, from the two-fluid framework of

Cooperstein. van den Horn, and Baron 1986 (CVB) and Gooperstein (1982).

Section 7 is a brief discussion of the more complicated multi-energy group transfer

method. It is brief, both because of my inexperience of utilization, and doubts about

whether it offers much advantage over distribution-averaged methods, given the additional

computational cost. Some discussion is made of neutrino-electron scattering.

In section 8, I will confront the predictions with ihe observed characteristics of the

recorded burst, from SN1987a, and justify the assertions made earlier of SN theory. I will

not attempt a rigorous analysis of the data, which has been done by a large number of

groups; the error bars are large, and I am looking only for constraints on supernova theory,

rather than constraints on neutrino properties. The analysis of the data has often suffered

from an insufficient familiarity with the time evolution of the neutrino source, particularly

as regards calculations of the neutrino mass, which is largely a question of timing. Given

the deluge of preprints and papers about the Supernova 1987a neutrinos, I will only briefly

discuss this topic.



In the final section 9, I will give some conclusions and outline the uncertainties in the

standard models, and then indicate what kind of information could discriminate amongst

them. Such information would be likely to be obtained from the next supernova within the

Milky Way (if the detectors are up!) but also could come from more painstaking mining

of the 1987a data, although I find this prospect unpromising.

Finally, I would like to give Hans Bethe, to whom this article is dedicated, credit for

teaching me much of whatever I say correctly about neutrinos in supernovae, and absolve

him of any blame for my errors. Most of what I say is a product of a long and profitable

collaboration on neutrino transport with Ed Baron and Leo van den Horn. I will not

attempt a proper historical analysis of the development in supernova neutrino physics,

and apologize in advance for inadequate references.

2. An Overview of the Neutrino Luminosity

In figure 1 we give a schematic description of the total luminosity in all types as a

function of time. The solid line shows the summed luminosities of all neutrino types, the

dashed line that for the i/e alone. These latter neutrinos dominate at first but eventually

the numbers for each type of light neutrino become roughly equal. There are several breaks

in time scale. The total integral under the luminosity must be the binding energy of the

neutron star formed (or that released before collapse into a black hole); for reasonable

equations of state this is several times 1053 ergs. This is about 100 times the energy of

the explosion itself, which is mostly simple kinetic energy, the photon luminosity being far

smaller. Hence the supernova optical display can be considered merely a sideshow to the

neutrinos let loose.

The roughly equal partition between different light neutrino and antineutrino species

is easy to understand. The final neutron star would have about 2 x 1057 baryons. Since the

matter begins as one half neutrons and one half protons and winds up as neutron matter,

somewhat less than 1057f,.'s must be emitted to shed the lepton number. Even with an

average energy at 15 MeV (an overestimate) this amounts only to about 25 x 1051 ergs,

or about 10% of the total energy emitted. Most of these i/e's diffuse out from the center

of the star, where they have degeneracy energies ~ 150 MeV. Thus, their degradation as
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they wind out of the star produces a cascade of about 10 pair neutrinos for each lepton

number shedding z/e emitted.

a. Infall

The star produces relatively few neutrinos for millions of years, until the core becomes

unstable to collapse. This collapse is triggered by a combination of two reactions. The first

is the photodissociation of iron peak nuclei with reactions in nuclear statistical equilibrium

of the typical form

Fe56 -> 13a + An (2.1)

which is an endothermic reaction costing ~ 124 MeV. This removes entropy, and thus

thermal energy and pressure, from the electrons and hence induces a pressure deficit. The

second are electron captures,

e~ + p -* ue + n ' (2.2)

which produce neutrinos which at first easily leave the star. Hence, effectively, an electron

and its pressure are released and collapse promoted. Remember that the iron core pressure

is dominated by degenerate electrons. In a system dominated by a relativistic gas there

is no length scale, since both gravity and internal energy go inversely proportional with

distance. Hence, small charges in energy and pressure can produce large hydrodynamical

excursions.

The presupernova models of today are destabilized primarily by electron capture,

rather than photodissociation, as was true several years ago. This is because the most

recent initial models have a lower iron core mass which goes together with having a lower

temperature. In fact, there are some models (Nomoto 1984) which are destabilized through

electron captures before the iron core has a chance to grow appreciably.

The neutrinos produced in the early rise of the neutrino luminosity of figure 1 are

entirely electron capture neutrinos. There are two few positrons available to produce

any significant amount of electron-antineutrinos (the electrons are very degenerate, with

Me/T ~ 6 — 20 during the infall stage), and temperatures are much too low to produce

any neutrinos of other flavors via the reaction c+ + e~ -> v + 9. These e-type neutrinos

arise both from captures of free protons and by protons bound in nuclei. Capture by free

protons of degenerate electrons produces neutrinos of a characteristic energy, due to phase



space considerations, of ev ~ |/*e, with hardly any higher energy tail, there being very few

electrons above the fermi surface to produce them. Capture on nuclei tends to produce

a spectrum of lower energy neutrinos, as the electron must pay the nuclear symmetry

energy as well as providing the energy for the neutrino. However, it has been shown by

Cooperstein and Wambach (1984) that the nuclear capture neutrinos arise primarily from

deexcitation of nuclei through thermally unblocked Gamow-Teller allowed transitions, and

hence the energy of these neutrinos is not much less than the free proton neutrinos.

These neutrinos are produced continuously once the star reaches a density of about 1010

gm/cm3, but the capture rates rise quickly once the density has risen close to ptrap ~ 1012

gm/cm3, where the neutrino mean free path becomes much smaller than the size of the

inner core of the star, (see eq. (3.2))

At this point we have //e ~ 35 MeV, and so one expects quite energetic neutrinos to

dominate during the infall stage. Most of the ue have ev ~ 25-35 MeV; the distribution is

not at all thermal but rather reflects the electron degeneracy. The total energy released

in neutrinos during the infall stage depends upon details of the pre-supernova model and

the physics employed in the simulation. It is no more than 2 X 1051 ergs, and is probably

about half of this. This is at most 1 percent of the total to eventually be released by

the supernova process, and thus not easy to detect. However, since they are only ut and

have high energy, they do have a distinct signature. In fact, there has been considerable

speculation that one or two of the first two events from the Kamiokande collaboration are

infall neutrinos, but statistically one would have expected only about a 30% chance of

catching even one of these.

Shortly before and after the center of the star achieves its highest density (maximum

scrunch) the neutrino luminosity climbs rapidly, as can be seen in figure 1. This is because

more and more material is rushing inward to trapping densities as implosion accelerates,

and furthermore the material in the outer parts of the iron core has more electrons to lose

in the first place, and more electron-hungry free protons in the second place, there being

positive gradients in both the electron faction and entropy in the pre-supernova iron core.

b. Shock breakout

As far as the neutrino luminosity is concerned, the next important stage is shock

breakout: the point at which the shock wave bursts through the neutrino-emitting density
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region, the neutrinosphere. Thk happens at a radius of about 50 km and a temperature

from 7 to 10 MeV, when the shock wave is at its strongest. The vt are released copiously

for two reasons; the first is that they are carried with the material in the si" jck wave as it

expands to below trapping densities, at which point they are released. The second is that

the shock wave dissociates the matter into free neutrons and protons, and electron-capture

rates are boosted enormously and deleptonization is rapid.

At this point, shock breakout, pair neutrinos make thci; first appearance. The time-

scale for equilibrium production of pair neutrinos in ~ (T/7.5)9 msecs (Bethe, Applegate

and Brown 1980; Cooperstein, van den Horn and Baron 1986, CVB), so in short order

the hot shock wave produces pairs of all three flavors. There is an immediate burst of

~ 0.5 — 1.5 x 1031 ergs released at breakout in both ve and i>V pairs; after a millisecond

or so the shock wave temperature drops to a few MeV due to expansion (although the

entropy remains high and may even increase for a while), i id so the pair production tails

off. One then enters a long plateau of emission with an exponential cooling decline, as seen

in figure 1.

Precisely how much energy is released in neutrinos in the next 10-20 milliseconds

(which determines the success or failure of the prompt mechanism) depends on the fate

of the shock wave. If the shock wave remains strong and succeeds through the prompt

mechanism, the losses will be less. This is because as the shock ploughs its way through

the semi-transparent (to neutrinos) region Hans Bethe has termed the "minefield," it

continually produces both electron capture and pair neutrinos at the shock front and

behind it as well in the shocked material. If the shock remains strong it moves quickly,

rushing out to meet infalling material at lower densities where electron capture reactions

proceed slowly. Furthermore, the strong shock wave actually has a lower temperature

than the weak one, because it speeds to large radii and hence cools by expansion, and

the lower temperature slows down pair neutrino emission. So, in this critical period of

tens of milliseconds, perhaps 2 — 6 x 1051 ergs are released in neutrinos and antineutrinos,

now spread out amongst the various flavors. There is a considerable excess of vt due to

deleptonization, but there are plenty of the other species, as shown in figure 1.
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c. Birth of the neutron star

The remaining neutrino emission, after the early shock wave, is really part of the

cooling process of the nascent neutron star. The total amount of energy released is the

binding energy of the neutron star, and thus depends both on the mass of the neutron

star and the equation of state of neutron star matter. However, the uncertainty due to

the equation of state, surprisingly, is not so large. In figure 2 we display the range in

binding energies due to the imprecision in our knowledge of the equation of state as a

function of the gravitational mass, MG- This was calculated by solving the static general

relativistic structure equation using phenomenological equations of state which cover the

range of reasonable microscopic calculations (Cooperstein 1987). Since the binding energy

is defined as

B = -{MG- MA) C2 (2.3)

where MQ and MA are the gravitational and the baryon number masses respectively, one

can easily deduce what baryon mass supernova core yields the neutron star gravitational

mass. Since M©c2 = 18 X 1053 ergs, we would find, for Instance, that a gravitational

mass of 1.4 M0 would have a binding energy 1.8 — 2.1 X 1053 ergs, and thus have MQ =

1.50 — 1.52M©. We will return in section 8 to evaluating what SN1987a has told us about

neutron star equations of state through the neutrino signature. If the compact remnant

left in the explosion's debris is larger than the maximum mass of a neutron star (1.5-2.0

MQ , depending upon either one's calculation or faith), then of course a black hole will

result. But almost definitely the vast proportion of the neutrinos will have been released

by this time, and it would probably be difficult to distinguish between a large neutron star

and a black hole from the neutrinos alone. We will have to await observational detection

of the neutron star in the months ahead. As noted before, the neutrinos released in the

cooling come mostly from the process e+e~ ~* vv, and it turns out that there are roughly

equal numbers of each flavor of neutrino and antineutrino.

About one half of the energy from the neutron star cooling neutrinos is released in

the first ~ 2 seconds, when the temperature at the neutrinosphere drops exponentially

from ~ 5 MeV to ~ 3 MeV. Most of the rest comes out over the next 10 seconds or so,

but there are many more neutrinos since the energy is much lower. In the first phase the

average energy is tv ~10-15 MeV, and in the second stage ev ~ 6 MeV or less. (The
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fi, r-neutrinos tend to have a somewhat higher energy than the e-neutrinos.) These latter

neutrinos unfortunately elude the present detectors on earth since their energy is below

threshold. However, there is of course a high energy tail in the distribution, and so some

neutrinos can be caught in the later cooling stages. In section 8 I will return to a brief

critical evaluation of the SN1987a neutrinos.

So far I have confined discussion to the simplest framework, ignoring phenomena such

as neutrino masses and mixing. I believe Occam's Razor really doesn't require more for

understanding SNl987a; however, some useful limits can be deduced from the neutrino

detection data, especially the simple fact they were detected, and we will exploit this later.

Next I will discuss what the actual microphysical interactions are that neutrinos par-

take of in supernovae.

3. Neutrino Interactions.

Neutrinos exchange energy, momentum and lepton number with supernova matter

(including photons). Figure 3 shows the most important graphs. The processes depicted

are: a) neutrino absorption and emission; b,c,e) neutrino-electron scattering; and g) elastic

scattering from free nucleons, or coherently from the A nucleus. The charged currents in

(3a-d) involve only vt and pe, while all neutrino flavors taste the neutral currents (3e-

g). Processes (3a-f) can exchange energy with the matter, while (3g), elastic scattering

from nucleons including coherent scattering from the A nucleus, generally does not do

so. The reason is just kinematic; a massless particle colliding with a massive one gets a

large momentum transfer but little energy transfer. Thus this elastic scattering, which

turns out to be the largest term in the overall neutrino opacity, does not directly lead to

thermal equilibration. Furthermore, since the elastic scattering doesn't allow neutrinos

and electrons to change hats, neither does it lead to chemical equilibration. However, by

randomizing the momentum it sets the general diffusion time scale and the mean free path,

and hence directly leads to neutrino trapping.

The other nucleonic graph, (3a), neutrino absorption and emission, freely exchanges

energy and lepton number with the matter. Hence, it drives the neutrinos towards both

thermal and chemical equilibration as well as increasing the opacity. Generally these /?-

processes are the most efficient mechanism for equilibration, although recently Bruenn
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(1985) has stimulated controversy about this point. Neutrino electron scattering, (3b,c,e),

can also exchange energy and promote thermal equilibration, although not chemical equili-

bration. However, this depends sensitively on Pauli-blocking in the final scattering states,

and this makes computation difficult.

Neutrino pair creation and annihilation, (3d,f), also exchange energy with the matter,

but require high temperatures to be efficient. In the following I will first concentrate on

the infall of the star, for which we can neglect these processes as well as the presence of

antineutrinos. There are other processes we could have added to figure 3, such as plasmon

emission and Urea processes, but for now we will assume them to be sm?" corrections.

(Plasmon neutrinos are probably important for bringing (i and r neutrinos into the dense

degenerate core, and we are presently incorporating this process in our newest calculations.)

The bare cross sections for the nucleon-neutrino interactions, (3a.g), are larger than

the purely leptonic ones, (3b-e). Hence, they generally supply the main contribution to

the opacity in supernova matter. When the entropy is low, as it is during supernova infall,

nuclei are undissociated; A nucleons moving in step possess less entropy per nucleon than

when they are free. In cold matter coherent scattering provides the dominant contribu-

tion to the opacity of supernova matter (Freedman 1974). It requires that the neutrino

wavelength be large compared with the size of the nucleus so that scattering amplitudes

add coherently. This is true when the matter is cold enough for nuclei to survive without

dissociation and the neutrino energy is sufficiently low. If the neutrino wavelength is large

as compared to the nucleus, i.e.,

then the scattering proceeds with coherent addition of amplitudes. In fact, a more detailed

look at realistic nuclear form factors would show that the requirement is really evr -C TT,

and so coherence is maintained well above trapping density. Thus, coherent scattering

then dominates the neutrino collisions in cold matter and gives a mean free path (Lamb

and Pethick 1976)
10 km

Pa (<W1O)
where pu is the density in units of 1012 gm/cm3. This sets the neutrino diffusion time

scale, and when compared with the dynamical time scale sets the trapping density, Ptrap»
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beyond which neutrinos are carried inward with the matter during collapse. (Mazurek

1975, Sato 1975)

For random walking neutrinos in a uniform sphere the diffusion time is given by

3 i R \ A

For a uniform sphere of mass M collapsing with a fraction / of the free fall velocity, the

dynamical time for the collapse to a singular point is given by

(3.4)

The ratio of these two time scales then becomes

/3 - 1 / 6 ,'„ -x

when M is in units of M©. Using the coherent mean free path of Eq. (3.3) we obtain

If this ratio is large as compared to unity the neutrinos will take longer to diffuse outward

than the dynamics of collapse permit. Hence, they will be trapped. When pi2 = 1. we

typicaily find eu ~ 25 MeV, N2/6A ~ 3 and / ~ .1, which gives the ratio in the above

equation to be about unity. Thus, one expects trapping to occur near this density. One

can proceed further in estimating the trapping density but then a reliable number becomes

difficult to pin down. For this we will need numerical simulation for quantitative guidance,

and we will be more concrete in the next section.

4. Entropy Generation and Equilibration.

As first pointed out by Bethe et al (1979) (BBAL), the material entropy is a crucial

quantity during the supernova infall. Thus I will consider how entropy is produced in

supernovae.

Before collapse, stellar matter is already neutron rich, and each proton-neutron con-

version has sent off an electron neutrino. Since carbon burning, the neutrino luminosity

has surpassed that of the photons. This emission takes place slowly, the neutrinos freely

escape, and the matter is cooled off by this evaporation, just as the skin is by perspiration.
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It has been understood since BBAL that the two critical quantities during the infall

phase are Sf, the final entropy reached for each material element, and Yj j , the final trapped

lepton fraction. This is because: a large Yij ensures a large homologous core and the shock

wave forms further out and requires less energy to successfully explode the star; a low Sf

ensures that too much energy will not be cast in nuclear excited states which provide only

negligible pressure for the emergent shock wave to draw upon (Cooperstein, Bethe and

Brown 1984, Cooperstein and Brown 1985). How and when are these quantities set, and

how do they influence each other?

I assume the two-fluid framework of Cooperstein, van den Horn and Baron (1986)

(CVB); Cooperstein (1982), in which the neutrinos are assumed to be self-equilibrated

at a temperature Tu ~ Tm, the matter temperature. The two fluids exchange energy,

momentum and lepton number as they interpenetrate. For the moment I won't consider

anti-neutrinos explicitly since they are not important in the collapse phase. The relevant

extensions are easily deduced, each other species introducing another fluid. Then the rates

of entropy generation per nucleon for each fluid axe given by the first law as

Tmsm — -q + {n« - A) y
2 jL 2 ) (4.1)

where q and y are the rate per nucleon at which energy and lepton number respectively,

are transferred to the neutrino fluid from the matter fluid. These quantitities must be

obtained through evaluation of the collision terms, as was done in CVB. Of course, only

figure (3a), the /^-processes, can contribute to the lepton number source term, y. The

chemical potential difference, p, = iin — /zp, is essentially the nuclear symmetry energy, and

is very important for determining the amount of electron capture. The neutrino energy

and number fluxes are denoted by 7 and M, and the divergences are taken with respect

to the Lagrangian mass cooordinate, M.

When eqs. (4.1) are combined to find the total rate of entropy production, the result

is

S = Sm + Sv = Sneq + ^diff (4.2)

where the first term is
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(4.3)

and involves the equilibrium measuring parameters (CVB)

A/? = —= = - . (4.4)

This term gives the local rate of energy transfer between the two fluids as they dynamically

try to go to local equilibrium. This can happen only when Ay, a measure of thermal equi-

librium, and Ap, the dimensionless chemical affinity which monitors chemical equilibrium,

each vanish identically. The second term in eq. (4.2)

yields the rate at which neutrino transport (which need not be done in the diffusive limit

as the method of calculation of the fluxes has not yet been specified) generates entropy

through friction in the flow. The total entropy production must be positive definite due

to the second law of thermodynamics, although individual pieces can violate this.

During the infall of the star, there are no shock waves and the strong and electromag-

netic forces are always fully equilibrated. Thus non-adiabaticity can arise only from the

neutrino interactions. Note however that even if S^g vanishes (i.e., things are fully adia-

batic), Sneq need not do so, so that the entropy can change even with an overall adiabatic

flow. The point is that whenever energy moves, either from one mass point to another, or

from one fluid to another, entropy is generated until equilibrium is obtained.

The above equations are quite general. To proceed further we must specify the fluxes

and the source terms. I will specify the fluxes in section 6, but will not detail the sources,

which has been done by CVB. However, I would like to make some general points about

the connection between equilibration, trapping density, and neutrinosphere, as each are

distinct but often confused.

The neutrinosphere can be defined in various ways, my preference being for where

the diffusive flux equals one half the free-streaming flux (CVB), as we will discuss in

section 6. Roughly speaking, one could also take this to be where the optical depth, T,
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the number of further collisions a neutrino will make on its way to infinity, is r ~ 1 (see

eq. (5.3)). Depending on the main source of the opacity (coherent scattering in cold

matter or beta-absorption and elastic scattering in hot matter) this occurs at a density

p ~ (1 — S) • 1011 gm/cm3. However, it is generally true, especially in cold matter, that

the neutrinos are not in local equilibrium with the matter at this point. This is because

most of the collisions involve momentum transfer, but not energy exchange. Thus, the

neutrino temperature is higher (in general) than the matter temperature, although less so

in dissociated matter where energy-exchanging /3-reactions make up about half the opacity.

The trapping density depends upon one's definition (see figure 4, later). A dynamical

function, first employed by BBAL, can be made by requiring that the matter infall velocity

be equal in magnitude to the outward drift velocity of the neutrinos. When this condition

is achieved neutrinos are trapped in the inertial frame (i.e., they are dragged in with

the collapsing star), but they may continue to move outward with respect to the matter.

However, Yj will continue to decrease for a given matter element, and a trapping condition

based on this will by necessity ensue later. The dynamical definition of BBAL is fulfilled at

p ~ 6 x 10ngm/cm during the infall. The second definition (the more useful one in terms

of setting the size of the inner homologous core at bounce) is fulfilled at p ~ 1012gm/cm3.

Here the optical depth is r ~ 40 — 60; since the random walk diffusion time goes as the

square of the number of collisions, by this time neutrinos (and hence lepton number) do

not move on dynamical time scales.

Precisely how equilibration is achieved is a complex question. It is possible to show that

thermal equilibrium (AT = 0) must occur before chemical equilibrium (A^ = 0) (CVB).

However, in actuality the onsets of these two distinct equilibria are but infinitesimally sepa-

rated. The reason is that in infalling supernova matter the same microphysical interactions

(/?-reactions) mediate both energy and lepton exchange between the two fluids.

Once equibration is achieved, there can be no local generation of entropy due to

exchange between the fluids. The entropy will charge only because of the diffusion of

neutrinos through space (via S^ eq. (4.5)), and during infall this is not an important

contribution once trapping is achieved.

In figure 4,1 show some preliminary results of our most recent calculations (Baron et al

1987b). Details will be published later. For the 12 M© star of Woosley and Weaver (1984),
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we show the trajectory taken by the mass element at 0.5 M 0 lagrangian coordinate. The

lepton number begins at Ye = 0.435 and levels off at Y{j = 0.38. The entropy increases

from Si = 0.85 to S1/ ~ 1.6. Also displayed are the out-of-equilibrium parameters A^ and

Ay, which are seen to go to zero pretty much simultaneously.

In figure 5 we show how the entropy changes. The dotted line shows the change due

to S<jiff. This is at first negative, as freely escaping neutrinos cool the matter. The main

contribution, arising from 5neq is shown by the dashed line, and the solid line shows the

total entropy change. It is seen that most of the action occurs just below pu = 1, and

then things settle down.

It is seen in these figures that thermal and chemical equilibration are achieved at

the same point as trapping, and the entropy no longer increases appreciably; ptrap ~

1 — 2 x 1012 gm/cm3. This simultaneity is not predetermined. It arises because: 1) the

same microphysical interactions mediate lepton number and energy exchange between the

two fluids; and 2) the trapping transition is so sudden.

Electron capture on nuclei

I will now briefly digress to consider the effects of electron capture on all of this. In

the earliest study of the effect of electron capture upon the entropy, BBAL expected most

of the electron capture to be on heavy nuclei, and concentrated upon the I/7/2 proton

—* I/5/2 neutron A£ = 0 Gamow-Teller allowed transition. However, Fuller (1978); Fuller,

Fowler and Newman (1982), quickly pointed cut that as soon as N > 38, the neutron l/5/2

orbital is filled up, and such a process could then proceed only through thermal unblocking

of the neutron orbitals.

Now, BBAL had assumed that the daughter nucleus would be left in an excited state

at about 3 MeV. Thus the emitted neutrino would have to give up that energy before it

left the star. So instead of the neutrino emission producing evaporative cooling, in fact

it would produce evaporative heating; the opposite of normal perspiration. However, as

pointed out by Cooperstein and Wambach 1984; Cooperstein 1985, thermal unblocking

actually produces much higher energy neutrinos. Because the nucleus is thermally de-

excited by the transition, the neutrino gains energy, and the reaction can proceed even

at negative Q-values, in which case one obtains stimulated emission. Since leptonic phase

space favors such transitions, thermally induced GT transition can also cool the matter.
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As first pointed out by Fuller et al (1982), forbidden A£ = 1 transitions can also

take place, and we showed (Cooperstein and Wambach 1984) these would become most

important just before trapping densities. These produce lower energy neutrinos, and I refer

the reader to our 1984 article for details on all these processes, and on the experimentally

confirmed quenching of the nuclear matrix elements due to ground state correlations and

isobar mixing.

At present, there are no hydrodynamical calculations which have been done using

proper nuclear electron capture rates. Either they are ignored completely, or are turned

off when N > 38, and then reliance is placed totally upon free proton captures. In the end,

this may not be a severe error because the initial models being developed today have such

low temperatures, which inhibits thermal unblocking. But the forbidden captures have not

been included at all. It is clear that the inclusion of heavy captures will definitely lead to

some further deleptonization during the infall. However, it is not clear whether there will

be much effect upon the entropy once equilibrium is reached. Experience has shown that

whenever one applies a new effect involving neutrinos to supernovae, and then estimates

its effects keeping the other aspects fixed, one must then take a fractional root to obtain

the effect once a full self-consistent calculation is made. There are just too many feedbacks

in the system.

I now turn to evaluating the different methods used to calculate neutrino transport in

supernovae.

5. Trapping and Leakage Schemes.

The simplest scheme of all is to establish an effective trapping density, ptrsp, and

permit all neutrinos to escape from below this density and retain them (at a thermalized

distribution!) thereafter. While one can select ptrap by analytical considerations such as

those of section 3, this cannot be the sole criteria. In fact, estimates of the efftjtive trapping

density vary from 10u^ptrap^3 x 1012 gm/cm3. The difference for supernovae (especially

at the upper range where captures can become rapid) is enormous. For example, suppose

we use the mean free path from coherent scattering, eq. (3.2). One is tempted to say

that the trapping density is approached when A is some typical fraction of R. However ev

varies with density as well (~ p1/3 since it is proportional to either fie or JXV) and so the
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electron capture physics also rears its head. It is for this reason that the report of Myra et

al (1987) of Bruenn's (1985) error of interchanging N and Z in eq. (3.2) was exaggerated,

since ptrap varies only as the 3/5 power of the N2/6A factor.

The best way to decide ptrap is to perform a calculation with a full transport treatment,

establish the final Yj during infall and then vary ptrap in a simple scheme until this is

matched. From such considerations I chose /?trap = 3.3 x 1011 based on the Mazurek,

Cooperstein and Kahana (1980, 1982) calculations and on other earlier full transport

scheme work (Cooperstein 1982). Today I think this value is an underestimate based on

developments in electron capture theory and transport methods, and a value ptrap ~ 1012

is more appropriate. Note the actual trapping density seen in the previous section is

somewhat higher. What we mean here is to establish an effective value giving the same

total losses as a detailed calculation.

Several obvious defects arise with a simple trapping scheme. One defect is that a

trapping scheme cannot maintain good control over the ratio of the energy loss to the

lepton number loss during infall. If this ratio is high more energy will be taken out per

neutrino, but the core will cool and this tends to cut off further captures diminishing the

total loss, so there is quite a bit of feedback and some stability in the system. The physical

feature missing is downscattering of the neutrinos on their way out. The second defect

is the awkwardness of disallowing a slow drainage for p > ptrap, which is most important

after bounce. The third defect is the assumption of instantaneous thermal equilibration

once the neutrinos are trapped. This tends to put the neutrinosphere at the trapping

density, rather than outside of it, as discussed in the previous section. A fourth defect

occurs when a matter element collapses to p > ptrap and then expands out to free escape

densities. There is not a good way to release the neutrinos once this happens.

Simple trapping schemes have been exploited for many supernova calculations, when

the details of transport are not key, the first being that of Epstein and Pethick (1981).

However, many of their defects can be largely rectified by introducing a slightly more

complicated leakage scheme. I will use that of Baron (1985), BCK for illustration, as I

think it is the least arbitrary and best physically motivated.
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In Baron's leakage scheme the neutrino number loss is written as

dYi_ = _YjL

at tesc

and the energy loss as
dE__ dY(_

where the quantities to be fixed by analytical and calibration schemes are the escape time

tesc and the average neutrino energy lost to infinity ee3C. To evaluate these quantities Baron

first calculates the optical depth for a neutrino of energy ees

r (r) = J~ dr</\ (r1) = <£c j ~ dr'/X0 (r') (5.3)

where AQ is independent of eesc- Then fe3c is determined self consistently by a trivial

numerical iteration on the equation

(5.4)

where e^heim is the average thermalized neutrino energy

(5.5)

the Fi being the conventional Fermi integrals (see eq. (6.5)), and e£rod is the average

energy neutrinos are produced at (~ 5/6 fte initially). The adjustable parameter b is taken

to be b = 5. This value implies so that it takes about 3 collisions to thermalize a neutrino

(probably an underestimate, since elastic scattering dominates the collisions). Decreasing

b hardly eifects the final Yi but does increase the total neutrino energy losses significantly.

It keeps the neutrinosphere outside the trapping point and permits decoupling to occur

somewhat inside of it.

The escape time is given by

i e s c =max (*diff»*iree) (5-6)

where the free escape time is given by

( f l | r = O . l - r ) / C (5.7)
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and the diffusion time by

*diff = a. f°° dr'/vd (r') (5.8)
Jr

where a is an adjustable constant and the energy transport drift velocity is given by

7 cX dine,, . .

where / is the energy flux and sv the neutrino energy density. (Baron finds it more stable

numerically to use the energy flow than to use the number flow in obtaining vj.) Thus

(r) = -J^ j f dr'l (A0 (r>) * £ * ) . (5.10)

Note that there are only two parameters in the theory (other than the theory itself):

a which determines the overall neutrino losses, and b which determines the sharpness of

the trapping density cutoff. The values are fixed by more than two constraints. These

are that a neutrino thermalizes after about three collisions, that the total neutrino energy

and number losses match detailed truisport schemes, and that the diffusive flux equals the

blackbody flux at r ~ 2/3. The leakage scheme permits gradual deleptonization behind

the neutrinosphere and the shock front. Baron generally finds the results of the leakage

scheme are not much different qualitatively for the infall stage than those of a simple

trapping scheme. During the shock wave, the losses are significantly greater, but they

occur well behind the shock front and do not greatly sap its strength.

In earlier work the value a = 5 was chosen for the overall neutrino loss setting para-

meter, which gave an effective trapping density of ~ 4 X 101Igm/cm . However, based upon

Bruenn's (1985) calculation and our own newest calculations (Baron et al, 1987b), BCK

has now chosen a = 1, which gives an effective trapping density three times greater, but

probably gives too much losses behind the shock wave at late times during the supernova

explosion. This can probably be corrected by making the parameter 6 depend on the

source of the opacity, since in hot matter it takes fewer collisions to thermalize neutrinos.

I would like to profess innocence to the charge that leakage schemes always underestimate

neutrino losses. There are leakage schemes and there are leakage schemes, and in fact, we

have now chosen the adjustable constants o and 6 in order to maximize the neutrino losses.
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6. Distribution-averaged Transfer.

The next level of sophistication is to use distribution averaged radiative transfer meth-

ods. There is a large difference between requirements in the opaque regime, where thermal-

ization is eventually realized, and the diffusion treatment is applicable; and the transparent

regime where there is very little interaction of the neutrinos with the matter. While either

regime can be handled well by some variety of simple schemes, it is their splicing at and

below p ~ ptrap that introduces the most uncertainties. Here flux-limiters are invoked usu-

ally, but they do not so've the basic problems of how and when equilibrium is established.

Disagreements in the literature about neutrinos in supernovae are mostly centered about

this splice.

a. The Hydrodynamic Equations

In all regimes, the basic hydrodynamical conservation equations can be written as

(CVB):

dv dpm GM

^ (l/P) = Q/P (6.16)

— -rV-{7 + p,,v)=Q + vA (6.1c)

{ Y Y )

In these equations Q, A and I are the energy, momentum, and lepton number source terms

(given in CVB), 7 and H are the neutrino energy and number fluxes and Emi,,\ and Pm,(j>)

the energy per nucleon and pressure for the matter (neutrinos), and v the matter velocity.

Equations (6.1) are derived in CVB within a special relativistic framework. However,

supernova calculations must be done in a fully general relativistic fashion if they are to be

quantitatively meaningful. It is easy to incorporate some features of general covariance,

such as the red shift at the neutrinos, as straightforward extensions. However, we have

recently extended the two fluid method to incorporate full general relativity. The results

will be published elsewhere (Baron, Cooperstein and van den Horn 1987c).
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b. Inside the Neutrinosphere

We first discuss the region interior to the neutrinosphere, following the approach of

van den Horn and Cooperstein (I^S6), but not assuming Tv = Tm. Here the isotropy of

the neutrino distribution means

1
Pu = 3«,

Av = - f ^ (6.2)
or

where £v is the neutrino energy density.

For a given species of neutrino the diffusion limit energy and number fluxes are given

by

Mv = - < —Vnv > (6.3)

the brackets indicating an appropriate distribution average must be taken with respect

to the neutrino energy spectrum, such as'the Rosseland mean. The neutrino energy and

number densities are given by

o v *v J 2TT

(6.4)

where Fnu = Fn [riu = j ^ ) are the standard fermi integrals

Fn[n}= rdxxnf{x-n) ; f[x-n) = (i + e1-")"1 (6.5)

Jo

The mean free paths for a neutrino of energy uv are written as

^ (6-6)

where things are normalized so that Ao = 1.02• 1020 MeV2 gmcm"2, and the scaled opacity,

K, depends on the local composition. The assumed quadratic dependence on wv will

render things more tractable, but is not generally true (neutrino-electron scattering cannot
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generally be written this way, for example, but can always be effectively scaled in such a

fashion). Including elastic and absorptive scattering, one obtains

« = «. + «.£—£!. (6-7)
With this normalization, the elastic scattering term can be written as

ic. = Xn + Xp -r XH N2/QA (6.8)

Xn,p,H being the abundance by mass of free neutrons, protons, and heavy nuclei (I've

chosen sin2 6U = 0.25 and ignored some small corrections involving 3^; see CVB for detailed

expressions). The absorptive coefficient is given by

Ka = Xn ( l + 3g2
A) = 5.7 Xn (6.9)

and is present only for e-type neutrinos. It is multiplied by the Pauli factors for blocking

and stimulated absorption

- f) 1 - / (%t " toill = \lH

where rje = ^tjTm is the electron degeneracy.

At this point, note the appearance of two temperatures, Tv and Tm, which are not

assumed to be equal. However, the Tm appears only in the correction for electron final

state blocking. It can be shown that the diffusion expressions for the fluxes can really only

be written down in the case Tv = Tm. Given this unavoidable fact, and that the matter

temperature appears only in a correction term, one can set Tm = Tv while calculating the

fluxes.

Using the identity

| ^ ( ^ ) (6.11)

and noting that the derivative in the flux-averaged eqs. (6.3) operates only on the fermi

factor, the fluxes may be written in an Onsager matrix-like form:
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where the constant

(6.13)

(6.14)

• cm* sec

and the dimensionless transport coefficients are given by the integrals

dxxnfv{l-U)

Jo

Since

VT^ = ^ - V / ^ - rjv V In Tv (6.15)

we can also write
T.1 / ^ T \ ( ^ i 6 )

TvMuJ~ P K , [ h - Vvlo To

which is more useful in limits of non-degeneracy or complete degeneracy. Note the ap-

pearance of the cross terms; the energy and number fluxes are driven not only by the

temperature and chemical potential gradients respectively, but each by both gradients.

An analytical evaluation of the transport integrals was first found by van den Horn and

Cooperstein (1986). By introducing a weighted mean degeneracy parameter, TJL, defined

which satisfies rjv < TIL < Ve-, the integrals can be rewritten as

where obviously / t = / (x — TIL) . After using some fermi integral technology identities,

/ ( o ) ( l - / ( 6 ) ) = (/(a) - / ( 6 ) ) / ( l - e ° - 6 ) , a n d l - / ( c ) = / ( - o ) , any product of fermi

factors can be broken down into a sum of fermi factors. After some algebra one finds

_ dFnv , Kg {Fnv -

It is not obvious as written, but there are no problems in the limit K3 —* 0 for the quantity

The same procedure can be done for anti-neutrinos, with the substitutions:

tie -> —He, nv-+nv, TU-*TV (6.20)
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and K must also be evaluated. However, if the neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are in equilib-

rium with each other (not generally assumed in the two-fluid treatment, then one obtains

and after the same kind of algebraic steps one arrives at the total flux expression

(6.22)
i v J4 J \TV (Mu — My) J pKS I -/1 — -/1

where the antineutrino integrals are given as

S^TP f ~* \ «. ( TP ( « ^ TP
— Q"n \—Mv) ™a —« \+n \—*lv) — •* r*

where

K, + Ka e-1 '

ri = (fht- lip) ITV. (6.25)

One finds

In4- (-l)nIn - ^ - (Fa M - {-l)n Fn {-r,v))
OTjv

fa))

Under conditions of chemical equilibrium (Ap = 0), generally true when Tv — Tv, things

simplify considerably. Then the functions

Gn (v) = Fn (T,) - ( -1)" Fn {-v) (6.27)

which satisfy the recursion relation

% ^ l M (6.28)

for n > 0 can be built up with recursive integration by taking G_i (rj) = 1 (Cooperstein

1982). We then find

In + [-1) In - nGn-x \jiv) + — I e>><-^ _ 1 J (6-29)
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G0=rj
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T 9

The fluxes can then be written as

where the Ka —> 0 scattering components become

0 1

and are corrected by absorption and emission:

(6.30)

(6.31)

(6.32)

y~ ( ; r ) • (s-ss)
L 2 X

We emphasize that we have not approximated Pauli-blocking in final states. We have

done the calculations exactly. Use of approximate blocking factors would have missed the

temperature gradient terms in the number flux, and ignored the differences in how the

absorptive terms enter into both gradients.

For ft (r) neutrinos, the absorption terms are not present. We find simply

.M/M = ~HV]i = — ln2V2I, . (6.34)

If the matter is dissociated completely into free nucleons, things become quite simple.

In such dissociated matter one obtains

l~Ye, «, = 1, Ka

exp (»je - tiv) = (1 - (6.35)
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which yields

/„ + (-1)" In = n G{n_x) - z [Gnl> - GnL) (6.36)

where the factor

,= (! + (!+ 3$) 2 ^ 2 (6.37)

depends only on Ye. The mean leptonic degeneracy parameter becomes

We can expand eq. (6.36) about r)v using the derivative relation eq. (6.28) to obtain

/„ + (-l)n In = n Gn_i M (1 - -̂  to - *„)) (6.39)

The factor 1 — z [rn, — rjv), which multiplies the nonabsorptive part of the flux integral,

nGn-i [Vv)i is almost constant for a broad range of Ye. The result is plotted in figure 6.

Except for Ye < 0.02 the following statement can be made: At the neutrinosphere the

total of the electron neutrino and antineutrino flux is reduced by a factor of 50% due to

absorption and emission, and this is almost independent of Ye.

A more detailed examination without the approximation (6.39) would show that the

above statement is actually good up to r\v ~ 5, which is quite degenerate. Furthermore,

the approximation of dissociated matter can be used deep inside the neutrinosphere, which

is far from obvious. First we note that the nuclear matter region of the supernova, p > PQ,

is composed of individual nucleons and is translationally invariant. In the so-called "swiss-

cheese" or "bubble" phase, where 0.1 pg < p < po, the "nuclei" are enormous, and a nucleon

can only be vaguely aware it is not in nuclear matter (Bethe et al 1983). Equivalently,

we note that coherent scattering is no longer operative. This means after the shock wave

in a supernova has been launched and the core settles down, one can assume the entire

core, from the center to the neutrinosphere, consists of individual nucleons (only as far as

diffusion is concerned!) This could be exploited in an analytical calculation of the evolution

of the core towards a neutron star after bounce.

c. Outside the Neutrinosphere

Past the neutrinosphere, the neutrinos are mostly free-streaming outward. Absorption,

emission, scattering, and pair processes can be considered as small perturbations to the
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escaping neutrinos. In CVB the neutrinosphere was defined by the relations

7v = \tu ; K = \vu (6-40)

which yields distinct neutrinospheres for energy flow and number flow for each neutrino

flavor. Since the fluxes up to this point are defined as the diffusive quantities of eqs. (6.3),

this is equivalent to

din r lit, 2 A

with a similar expression at the number neutrinosphere. However, there are factors of

unity obscured in the above which have to do with which mean free paths to use; we have

lost such information by being sloppy about our mean-taking, which is done properly in

eq. (6.12).

Past the neutrinosphere, CVB has shown that the distribution-averaged neutrino pres-

sure, which is no longer isotropic but becomes increasingly radially directed, is given by

Vu ~ \ (1 + xE + x%) ev (6.42)

where

2 I / 2 (6.43)

with RVE{N) the energy (number) flow neutrinosphere. The neutrino fluxes are determined

from the densities with the relations

7V = - (1 + xE) €V ; Mv = - (1 + xN) nv (6.44)

and the time evolution of the densities is obtained from the hydrodynamic conservation

laws eqs. (6.1). To close these equations we now need only the source terms Q,A, and I.

These have been calculated in CVB.

Energy transfer between the neutrino radiation and the matter fluid operates through

several channels. The ^-reactions involving baryons (figure 3a)

e~ +p
e+ + n+-+p+ue (6.45)

involve only e-neutrinos, while the purely leptonic interactions (figs. 3b-f)

(6.46)
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involve all flavors. For fi, r neutrinos, they are the only significant mechanism for energy

transfer. As neutrinos stream out from the neutrinosphere, there are thus three possible

ways they can deposit some (or all) of their energy in the shocked material lying above.

For e-neutrinos (antineutrinos) there can be ^-absorption upon neutrons (protons). For

all three flavors there can be pair processes and neutrino and antineutrino scattering from

electrons.

For each of these interactions a characteristic time, r, can be calculated for the process

to go to equilibrium. Figure 7, taken from CVB, displays TV^, the time scale for vtut pair

production (solid line), and rcap (i 2X*K)9 ) *^e time scale for electron capture (dashed line).

In the hot shocked material part the neutrinosphere, the electrons are not very degenerate,

with r?e = ;j,e/Tm < 3. Thus, one sees that at 7.5 MeV the pair processes equilibrate in 1

msec. At Tm = 2 MeV, it takes about 1 second.

The electron capture time scale depends on the free proton density, Xp p. In dissociated

matter Xp = Ye and is somewhat less than, but comparable to, unity. At r)e ~ 2 we see

the two processes have the same time scale when T = 2 MeV at p ~ 106 gm/cm3; at

T ~ 7 MeV they are equal at p ~ 108 gm/cm3. For higher densities than these, capture

equilibrates faster than pair production.

The neutrino energy can be imparted to the material in three ways: absorption, elec-

tron scattering, or neutrino pair annihilation. The last process, vv —y e+e~ is completely

unimportant, despite a recent claim to the contrary (Goodman et al 1987). This is because

the neutrino and antineutrino fluxes become very radial just past the neutrinosphere and

cannot find each other to annihilate, as was shown in CVB and will be explained in fur-

ther detail (Cooperstein et al 1987a). In fact, this calculation has already been included

by Mayle (1985) and Bruenn (1987) and is not visible in the computer output. It leads to

only a minor readjustment of the neutrinosphere radius.

As far as absorption and electron scattering are concerned, it was shown in CVB that

~ - ^ 0-02^- (6.47)

independent of the chemical potentials and temperatures. In dissociated matter the factor

Ye/Xn < 1, so one need not take neutrino electron scattering seriously in dissociated

matter. However, in cold matter Xn can be quite small, and a fuller analysis is required.
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In the Wilson (1985) mechanism, it is the absorption of electron-neutrinos (~ 0.1%)

from the cooling neutron star which eventually revives the shock. From figure 7 the time

scale for this is clearly on the order of a second in the shocked material. Such absorption

will clearly go on, but its hydrodynamical effects are sensitive to other factors, such as

contraction of the neutrinosphere, nuclear burning in material falling into the accretion

shock, convection, etc. We are now incorporating our two-fluid method into a calculation

of the Wilson late time mechanism and hope to report results later this year.

7. Multienergy Group Methods

So far I have limited the discussion to transport methods in which the neutrinos are

assumed to have a known spectral distribution. In simple trapping or leakage schemes

this distribution is always of a fermi-dirac form, at the matter temperature. However, in

each case some fraction of the neutrinos is allowed to escape without further interaction;

the trapping scheme can be easily derived as the limit of the leakage scheme when its

parameters are tuned to produce a step function centered about the trapping density.

The two fluid model of CVB relaxes the assumption that the neutrinos are thermalized

at the matter temperature, but retains the use of a fermi-dirac distribution, characterized

by the two Lagrange multipliers Tv and \iv. However, there are definitely circumstances in

the supernova ambience when the neutrino distributions are distinctly of a different form.

Since we are after a study of the disequilibria, one should question the validity of a scheme

which can be derived in a more fundamental manner only in the limit where equilibrium

is not far from hand.

In multienergy group methods the basic idea is to abandon any ansatz for the neu-

trino spectrum and simply subdivide it into a number of energy groups. One then uses

Boltzmann-like equations to evolve the occupation probabilities for each energy group

through time and space, attempting to respect the Patsli-principle for each group by en-

suring that no more neutrino states are occupied than phase space permits. Such schemes

have been used in supernova calculations for more than a decade; the groups which have

applied them recently to full hydrodynamics calculations are those of Jim Wilson (Bow-

ers and Wilson 1982, Mayle 1985), Steve Bruenn 1985, Myra et al 1987, Myra 1987, (in
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Bowers and Wilson 1982 and Bruenn 1985, one can find rather detailed explanations of

the methods and a more comprehensive set of references).

Multigroup methods generally involve expansions in moments of the neutrino Boltz-

mann energy equation, usually with truncation after no more than the first two moments.

When the temporal derivative of the first moment of the neutrino occupation is made

to vanish, a diffusion equation is obtained. However, this is not sufficient to handle the

mostly free-streaming regime lying beyond the neutrinosphere. For this the method of

flux limiting has always been employed. There are many versions of this procedure, some

designed to take into account radial anisotropy, but they all involve taking a harmonic

mean to obtain the flux; for instance the simplest method (Cooperstein 1982) would be to

take

r-1 = ?£ + /fr
J

where T&g and 7(a are the diffusion and free streaming fluxes respectively.

Added in parallel like this, one clearly picks out the smaller of the two fluxes and

achieves the proper limits far away from the neutrinosphere in either direction. However,

at the neutrinosphere the flux is off by a factor of two. In a multienergy group method

this must be done, of course, for each group, and one important advantage of a discrete

group scheme is that one finds a different neutrinosphere for each group.

Calibration for the multienergy group method has been done by comparison with Monte

Carlo calculations of neutrino transport, such as those of Tubbs (1979) and Tubbs, Weaver,

Bowers, Wilson and Schramm (1980). However, to my knowledge, this has been done only

by comparison with static relaxation behavior and not in dynamical calculations.

The most difficult aspect of these calculations is the coupling of different neutrino en-

ergy groups. This arises particularly from neutrino-electron scattering terms. The Fokker-

Planck method is usually used, but in its normal incarnation it is clearly inadequate. This

is because it is a diffusion in energy method which implicitly assumes the transfer per

collision to be small compared to the total energy or momentum. This approximation is

atrocious in supernovae, and so when Fokker-Planck is used it must be modified (Bowers

and Wilson 1985) to allow large energy transfers. This can be (and has been) done in-

telligently, but it is dissatisfying that one must build in by hand the very features one is

attempting to solve for. The only exception to this is Bruenn's (1985) calculation in which
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no a priori assumptions are made as to the size of the transfer and modified Fokker-Planck

is not used. Overall, Bruenn's results are not much different, but he does find a somewhat

larger effect from neutrino-electron scattering than do others. However, this is done at the

price of a considerably greater computational cost.

In supernova calculations the most difficult regime is where two transitions occur simul-

taneously in space and time. These are the approach to thermal and chemical equilibrium,

and the conversion of the neutrino flows from diffusive to free streaming. The multienergy

group methods are in principle better for modeling the nonequilibrium phenomena; for

instance, any fermi-dirac ansatz, even with Tv ^ Tm, cannot represent properly depletion

in low energy states although the phase space is small, and tends to overestimate the high

energy tail. However, multienergy group methods do not improve the diffusion-free stream

transition. In fact, one is forced to use a separate approximation treatment for each energy

group instead of one, and thus there can be more dangerous areas to deal with.

In almost all respects our two fluid treatment appears to model the neutrino flows

in collapsing stars quite adequately. It avoids the use of flux limiting and works directly

mainly with the densities and fluxes in the free streaming regime, using temperatures

and chemical potentials only indirectly. When benchmark comparisons with more com-

plicated methods are available, the behavior is well reproduced. A particularly thorny

problem is neutrino-electron scattering. I have recently come to believe the approximate

treatment utilized in CVB is not adequate under degenerate conditions. It appears to

actually exaggerage the size of the effect, but unfortunately often gets the wrong sign; i.e.,

when electrons are degenerate and the neutrinos are not, the neutrinos upscatter rather

than downscatter, and this can't be correct. We are presently investigating this in detail

(Aufderheide and Cooperstein 1987) and will report results on how to do this in the two

fluid model when we have understood it properly.

8. Supernova 1987a

There have been far more preprints written about the supernova 1987a neutrinos than

there have been papers published about the whole subject of Type II supernova theory in

the past decade. In fact, I have already received several preprints per caught neutrino. The
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BCK collaboration has submitted our own contribution to the flood (Kahana, Cooperstein

and Baron 1987) and I will not detail our own analysis.

But the most important fact is simply that the neutrinos were detected. Irrespective

of statistical games and model-dependent analyses the following conclusion can be drawn:

The supernova arose from the gravitational collapse of a star. A black hole did not form on

the initial collapse; otherwise the neutrinos would have been carried along with the material

inside the event horizon. A neutron star must have been formed; the neutrinos captured

on earth carried off the binding energy. It is possible that subsequent accretion and cooling

pushed the infant neutron star over its maximum mass, and somewhat later (seconds or

minutes, not hours or days) a black hole formed. However, the evidence is accumulating

observationally that the explosion was quite energetic (2 — 3 x 10Dl ergs) (Baron et al

1987), and this implies a prompt rather than delayed explosion. (No one has yet found

a method with or without convection to get so much energy from a delayed explosion.)

While detailed calculations of the final neutron star mass of the direct mechanism are still

in progress, it appears unlikely that it can leave a neutron star mass significantly greater

than the initial iron core mass. Since the prompt mechanism will only work for an iron

core baryon mass MA < 1.4M0, corresponding to Me ~ 1.25M©, it is unlikely to have left

a black hole. (The binary pulsar mass is known quite accurately to be 1.4M©.) Analyses of

the 1987a neutrino data finds 1.1MQ < MQ < 1.7MQ based on the binding energy deduced

from the detected Z?e (Kahana et ai 1987). This is in accord with supernova theory, but is

not very precise.

Any efficient mechanism which would prevent the supernova mechanism from taking

place at all is clearly excluded. The first is vv -*• neutral particle which escapes freely

during infall, where the neutral particle would be a Majoran, or an axion. This would

simply either produce a black hole by relieving too much leptonic pressure during infall

to produce a bounce, or falling somewhat short of that, reduce the final lepton fraction so

much that the shock wave couldn't possibly succeed directly. Even in the delayed scenario,

the neutron star would cool too quickly for significant energy deposition to proceed via

the Wilson mechanism to produce an explosion. Excluded on the same grounds it the

mechanism recently speculated upon by Dar (1987) in which the neutrino flips helicity
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and escapes the dense core due to a finite magnetic moment much larger than theory is

comfortable with.

There is also circumstantial evidence that the MSW effect does not efficiently operate at

high densities, certainly at or above trapping densities. In the flavor oscillation resonance,

the electron neutrino acquires an effective mass relative to the other flavors due to its

interaction with electrons. Given finite and different rest masses for the neutrino families,

the MSW effect predicts in media flavor oscillations near a critical density for a given ratio

of the neutrino mass difference squared to the energy. If this were to occur for supernova

neutrinos at or above trapping densities, the effect would be the following: there would be

a lowering of neutrino degeneracy and pressure at high densities and in the shock wave.

In unpublished numerical calculations I have shown that this is a sufficiently large effect

to kill a strong shock wave. Additionally, the sudden conversion of e-neutrinos into other

types would disrupt ^-equilibrium and thus increase the entropy. (Neutrino degeneracy

energy would be converted to heat.) This would accelerate electron captures, and lower

neutrino mean-free paths. The result would be a greater depletion of lepton number during

infall, also killing the supernova mechanism. As first pointed out by Bethe (1986), however,

as the neutrinos escape through the envelope there could be conversion of flavors when

the material is at solar-type densities (~ 100 gm/cm3). This would mean e-neutrinos

caught on earth would have begun as /j-neutrinos. Unfortunately, it is difficult to test this

conjecture because the terrestrial detectors do their best work on Ve, and there are not

enough positrons in the mantle to produce the MSW effect. Furthermore, since the total

number of each species is roughly equal, changing hats doesn't disclose identity very easily.

As far as neutrino masses go, the dynamical effects on supernova are infinitesimal if

they are in the tens of electron volts range, since characteristic temperatures are in MeV.

Thus, I won't enter into the fray about the mass which can be derived from the supernova

1987a data, other than to state that a mass greater then 10-15 eV for Ve would spread out

the initial pulse at the explosion to more than 15 seconds, and this seems unacceptable

(Kahana et al 1987). If it were possible to show that the r-neutrino had a mass greater

than ~ 5 MeV, then there would be significant effects upon the shock wave (it would be

stronger), since the process e+e~ —> Vrvr would be suppressed. Unfortunately, the data is

too sparse to show that these are no more than two families of light neutrinos.
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It is tempting to try to constrain supernova theory based upon the energy of the

caught neutrinos as a function of detection time. However, the Japanese data in particular

frustrate this analysis as high energy neutrinos come early and then late (at 2 seconds; I

am disregarding the last three neutrinos 7 seconds later for the moment). No physicist

would attempt to reliably measure an excitation spectrum on the first few counts, as any

live-time view of incoming accelerator data or a Monte Carlo simulation would quickly

convince one. However, it is impossible to tune the 1987a neutrino beam, or increase its

flux.

But one need not be so pessimistic. Neutrino telescopes are new inventions. There is

a reasonable chance that a supernova could explode in our galaxy in the not so distant

future, since Type II supernova are expected at least once per century in a Milky Way

type of galaxy. And it is quite likely that it would be an optically invisible one, given the

obscuration to photons in so much of the solid angle and the transparency to neutrinos, and

the possibility of a quiet neutron star birth due to a white dwarf collapse with no supernova

(Baron et al 1987d). Such a fortunate event might get up to 1000 neutrinos with present

detectors and even more if they are scaled upwards. With this kind of statistical sample it

would almost certainly be possible to analyse in detail the entire process via the neutrino

signature. This is particularly true since, out of so many events, neutral current scatterings

could be unambiguously identified as well as the charged events, and so we would have

a view of different flavors of neutrinos as well as antineutrinos. Thus, it is important for

supernova theorists to sharpen their predictions about the neutrino fluxes before the next

supernova.

9. Conclusions

To date, there are no essential disagreements about neutrinos amongst the various

groups that do numerical simulations of the Type II supernova process. There are certainly

differences, but these arise from two kinds of agencies. The first has to do with other parts

of the physics such as the equation of state. The second has to do with the features some

groups have, and others have not yet, incorporated.

Neutrinos become trapped during the gravitational collapse. By the time the density

reaches ptrap = 1 — 2 x 1012 gm/cm3 the lepton number no longer decreases. The final
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trapped lepton number depends on three matters which are not of themselves questions

of the transport calculations itself. These are: 1) the entropy and composition of the

pre-supernova star. A high initial entropy produces more free protons and hence produces

more neutrinos, leading to a greater initial loss; 2) the equation of state controls how many

free protons are liberated from nuciei. A high symmetry energy (and hence p,) produces

fewer electron captures and hence limits the drop in lepton number; 3) Electron capture

on heavy nuclei produces neutrinos as well. The energy of these neutrinos feeds back upon

whether the star cools or heats up by neutrino emission, and thus stimulates or inhibits

free proton electron capture.

Depending on the above variations and uncertainties the final trapped lepton fraction is

in the range 0.36^y,^0.4. BCK and Baron et al (1987a) have found that YL&0.Z75 should

produce successful direct explosions. Present understandings of the uncertainties lead to

these high trapped lepton fractions. But the following points require further investigation;

1) the behavior of the nuclear symmetry energy in the A ~ 80 region; 2) there is at present

no workable method to accurately include electron capture on heavy nuclei; 3) there is at

present no accurate method to incorporate the effects of neutrino electron scattering short

of Bruenn's multigroup method.

The precise elaboration of the equilibration process is now coming into focus. The result

is that thermal and chemical equilibration are closely coupled, with the former preceding

the latter only infinitesimally. We note, however, that the neutrinosphere resides outside

the trapping sphere, since the neutrinos undergo further mostly conservative scattering

before escaping. Thus thermal disequilibrium extends into the diffusive regime.

The effects of neutrinos upon the shock wave in its early stages are also well known.

The production both of pair neutrinos at high temperatures and further deleptonization

vt in hot material has been reliably calculated. These losses always weaken the shock

wave. However, it has often been incorrectly concluded that these losses in themselves

kill the shock wave, despite the fact that early calculations (Mazurek et al 1982) which

froze neutrino losses after bounce, proved otherwise. It is dissociation energy which is the

primary villain in weakening shock waves, and weakened shock waves are further eroded by

neutrino losses. Neutrino losses are symptoms rather than causative agents in supernova

failure diagnosis.
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The behavior of neutrinos in long time calculations such as Wilson's is less well pinned

down. There is no doubt that the i/e + n-> p + e~ process is important, but reliable quan-

titative measure of the efficiency of this energy deposition depends on some controversial,

non-neutrino sensitive matters. These include the effects of convection, the equation of

state of nuclear matter and how it affects the formation of the neutron star which provides

the main neutrino source, and the interaction of nuclear burning with the shock wave. So

far, there has been no independent confirmation of the Wilson-Mayle calculations, but it

is hoped that in the next year or so such computations will become available.

Much work must also be done on the birth of the neutron star (or black hole). The

most thorough investigation to date is that of Burrows and Lattimer (1986), who have

also applied their analysis to SN1987a (Burrows and Lattimer 1987, Lattimer 1987). This

is the only calculation which has been able to follow the neutrino emission through the

entire cooling process. However, the initial conditions, including the mass, were chosen

schematically and the hydrodynamical behavior at the shock front has not yet been in-

cluded. The two reported long-term hydrodynamical calculations, those of the Wilson

group and Bruenn (1987b), have been carried forward for less than 1.5 seconds. What

is needed is a self-consistent calculation through collapse, shock wave, and neutron star

formation; this is difficult numerically, but several groups expect to report results soon.

Besides the neutrino information, such calculations will also determine the mass of the

compact remnant, which has not really been determined reliably as of this date.

Many methods have been used in supernova neutrino transport, and I have elaborated

them from simplest to most detailed. They each have their place and could be used sensibly

as long as two warnings are heeded. The first is that the simplest schemes (trapping,

leakage) only make sense when calibrated with more detailed measures. The second is that

detail is not equivalent to physical accuracy. In particular, multienergy group calculations

require many physical inputs and enginee 'etails, and transport physics can also be

reliably modeled by one-group distribution-averaged models such as the two-fluid method

with which I am obviously enamored.

Finally, I would like to note that few of us understood at the outset how many tricks

neutrinos would play on us in supernovae (actually weak interactions in general). Jim

Wilson has always known this, and he has certainly pioneered many steps of the way in
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calculating the effects of neutrino transport in supernovae. And Hans Bethe, to whom

this article is dedicated, has provided the leading role through these years at introducing

many new concepts, evaluating our results, and unifying the efforts of several competing

and often disagreeing groups.
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Fig. 1: A schematic view of the neutrino energy luminosity expected from a Type I I

supernova. There are several breaks of scale in the horizontal time axis, separating the

following period: 1) infall from pc ~ 1010 gm/cm3 to maximum scrunch, pc ~ 1015 gm/cm3

(~ 0.2 sees); 2) from bounce to shock breakout at the neutrinosphere (~ 4 msecs); 3) until

the shock reaches the edge of the iron core (~ 1 sec); and 4) the neutron star is basically

formed (~ 10 sees). The solid line gives the total luminosity of all types of neutrinos and

antineutrinos, the dashed line that for ve alone. The integral of this curve gives the total

binding energy released to form the neutron star. Numbers here are quite rough; the total

energy release could be as great as ~ 300 x 1051 ergs, but probably no more. At this level

of detail the prompt and delayed scenarios are not very different.



Fig. 2: Neutron star binding energies as a function of gravitational mass. The area

bounded by the two curves covers the possible range due to uncertainties ir. the dense

matter equation of state. One should terminate the righthand side of the graph according

to one;s preference for the maximum stable neutron star mass. Resuits are taken from

Cooperstein (1987).
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Fig. t: Neutrino interactions. Only electron-type neutrinos and antineutrinos partake

of the charged particle diagrams (a) — (d). Electron scattering diagrams (6) and (c) also

apply with the antipartide substitutions, i/c — Ve,t~ — e+ . Neutral current diagrams

(e) "" (ff) involve all types of neutrinos and antineutrinos. The elastic scattering diagram

(5) can proceed either on free nucleons or coherently on the A nucleus.
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Fig. 4: Trapping trajectory of 0.5 Mo mass point of the infall of a 12 M s star.

Displayed are the entropy 5, Ay and O.IA^ (lefthand scale); and Yt (righthand scale) as

a function of density in units of 1012 gm/cm3.
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Fig. 5: Contributions to the change in entropy due to diffusion (dotted line), local

non-equilibrium (dashed line), and the total (solid line). The net effect is: AS (diff) =

0.14, A5.(n«i) = 0.61, AS (total) = 0.75.



. Fig. 6: The ratio of the total flux to the nonabsorptive flux, given approximately from

eq. (6.40), is displayed as a. function of Ye for dissociated matter in /3-equilibrium.

Fig. 7: Time constants for neutrino energy production, as a function of i?t = fic/Tm.

TVu (solid line) is for pair production, and rcap for electron capture (dashed line) normalized

to Xtp = 1.2 x 10s gm/cm3. Each contour is labeled with its value in seconds.


